This was Star Whore’s third annual Kessel Run. Everyone knows what a science fiction freak (I mean fan) she is, so today’s
hash encouraged everyone to dress the part as we invaded Dragon Con. Yours truly showed up wearing a mask across his eyes
thinking no one would recognize him (Hey, it works in the comics!), but everyone still said “Hi Snot Rag”. I’ll have to work on a better
disguise for my secret identity next year. Also in costume were Kaptain Crash, Short Stump, Will You Suck, and Sshhhh. A total of
80 hashers showed up (too many to name). Shiggy Pitts co-hared & Squid Dick was the mystery hare.
The hashers divided into 2 groups, the runners and the walkers. Both trails were fairly uneventful and met up a couple blocks
from Dragon Con.
The trick was getting into Dragon Con without paying for it. We were all issued our official Kessel Run badge by Star Whore at
the start with the instructions that while they were not official Dragon Con passes, the guards aren’t too bright and can be fooled.
There was also some info about an unguarded stairwell (I guess nerds don’t use the stairs!).
We were told to bring our cameras because of a picture scavenger hunt. Some of the items (too many to list them all) included:
DC & Marvel characters together, arch enemies together, female Stormtrooper, and Star Wars & Star Trek characters together (I
was able to get this one. Ladies, I hear he’s single☺).
Everyone split up once inside the Dragon Con (those that managed to sneak
in). While I was busy taking pictures, a really ugly zombie shuffled up to me and
asked if I wanted a free zombie makeover. Well, getting a makeover was on the
scavenger hunt list, so I said yes. So off I went where these guys out of Vegas
had their hotel room converted into a makeup room converting anyone they could
into zombies (free yes, but donations were requested). Soon I had latex bite
marks and broken bones attached to my body and all my exposed skin painted
gray and black.
I left for the end right after they were done. The run to the end was also fairly
uneventful, however one lady
wanted to call 911 for me
because she thought “somebody had put the hurt on me”. I got to the end as
they were doing the circle and of course I was called up to do a down-down for
best (worst?) costume. I wish I can remember who it was, but I was asked how
all the little holes in the chest got there and I said they did it with a shotgun. She
then asked if I was wearing the shirt when they did that!
Also called for down-downs were all the “Justs”: Noah (virgin), Joe (virgin),
Michael, Jennifer, Amber, John, Hope, Amy (virgin), Amy2, Isabel, Meredith,
Austin, Cory, Amanda, Bobby (virgin), Adrien (claimed virgin, but I know better),
& Diana (seems like a whole lot of “Justs” to me). Size Doesn't Matter & Donnie
thu Retahd for wearing original Kessel Run shirts. FRB’s: Tripod, Boobteaser, Okie Pokie Chicken Chokie, Pissticide, & Pigless.
Southernmost Shrub shagger and Little Easy for buying/ bringing back toys from Con. Shiggy Pitts B-day. Size Doesn't Matter &
Squid Dick's wedding anniversary. Little Willy: demo down-down. And of course our hares.
While laying trail, Star Whore found this walrus and decided to adopt it as
Pinelake’s new mascot! Right now I’m the keeper of the mascot and have been told I
have to bring him to every Pinelake hash. I guess now he needs a name (or should we
wait for him to do 4 more runs?).
It was an extremely fun hash (except taking that zombie shit off later was a bitch!).
Unfortunately, Star Whore’s not doing it next year as she’s done three and wants to do
it just like George Lucus by taking a break. So, who’s going to step up to the plate next
year?
Snot Rag

